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ATTICA CARES
The new Carelab departments
in the Attica stores at the City Link
and Golden Hall malls are dedicated to holistic health and body care
for people of all ages, from infant
to adult. They ofer a wide variety
of products and services related
to health, nutrition, hygiene and

COOL
KYRIACOU
Greek womenswear designer
Eleni Kyriacou launched her eponymous label in 2011 and has already
developed a distinct and intriguing
aesthetic. Kyriacou, who was apprenticed to Alexander McQueen
and Emilio de la Morena, has
combined her experience with her
love of sustainability and textile experimentation, resulting in a brand
which produces feminine and wearable clothes with a hint of the unexpected. Her current collection, Pele,
the Volcano Goddess, is strongly
influenced by images of lava, rich
fire-like colours and layered metallics and embroidery, combined to
emulate molten rock. While these
pieces are designed for evening
wear, Kyriacou’s difusion line from
the same collection is a pared down,
casual yet beautiful collection, visually more simple yet crafted with
the same intensity of detail. hl
E-Outfit, 16 Tsakalof,
106 73 Athens, +30 21 0338 8885,
elenikyriacou.com
* for map go to page 48
globalblue.com

cosmetics. In the Carelabs, clients
will find products from some of
the most trusted local and international beauty brands; stalwarts such
as Roc and Neutrogena sit alongside natural Greek cosmetics from
Korres and Apivita. Although the
Attica department stores are the
largest in Greece, their friendly,
highly knowledgeable staf maintain the personal touch and the
Carelab experts are no diferent.
Whether you know exactly what
you’re looking for or need guidance through the selection, you can
be certain of a warm welcome and
every assistance. hl
Attica City Link,
9 Panepistimiou, 105 64 Athens,
+30 21 1180 2600, atticadps.gr
* for map go to page 49
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Tsakalof

VOUKOU RESTIOU

FREE SHOP ●

INTERSPORT ●
GUCCI ●

SKOUFA

PINDA ROU

TSAKALOF

PARTHENIS ●
OPUS ●

● TIMBERLAND
● DANNY SHOP
● E-OUTFIT P.27

QUETRO ●

SMART ●
THIS N’ THAT ●
PRASINI ●
OPTICAL DANDOULAKIS ●

TSAKALOF

ACCESSORIZE ●
VODAFONE ●

● BALENCIAGA
● JUICY COUTURE
● MIZURO
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ZIC-ZAC
CINEMA
ROCOCO
FIVE SHOES

Filikis Eterias
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Skoufa
● LE SHOP

● ZARA

SOLONO S

● BENETTON
● H&M
● ROCOCO

IRAKLEITOU

ANAG NOSTO POU LOU

● NIKOS & TAKIS
TSAKALOF

SKOU FA

MYRAL ●
CALIDA ●
GEORG JENSEN ●
MED ●
ANTON CHRIST ●
NO 36259 ●
PINDAROU
LA PALMA ●
ELEUTHERIOU ●

SISLEY ●

LUISA ●

SKOUFA

BENETTON ●

●
●
●
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MARINA RINALDI
SKOUFA ART SHOP
ABITI
CLAVIANO

ElEna Votsi
Elena Votsi first captured
the public’s attention when
she was asked to design the
medals for the 2004 athens
olympics and today her designs are as popular as ever.
she specialises in modern
jewellery inspired by Greek
myth and tradition as well
as her native island of Hydra. Her pieces often feature
strong graphic lines and
colourful gemstones; these
pointed hearts set with black,
clear and bright magenta
stones typify the range.
Elena Votsi,
7 Xanthou, 106 73 athens,
+30 21 0360 0936,
elenavotsi.com
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